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ABSTRACT

A set of kinetic energy (KE) budget equations associatedwith four horizontal flow components was derived

to study the KE characteristics during the genesis of Tropical Cyclone (TC) Durian (2001) in the South China

Sea using numerical simulation data. The genesis process was divided into three stages: the monsoon trough

stage (stage 1), the midlevel mesoscale convective vortex (MCV) stage (stage 2), and the establishment stage

of the TC vortex (stage 3). Analysis showed that the KE of the symmetric rotational flow (SRF) was the

largest and kept increasing, especially in stages 2 and 3, representing the symmetrization process during TC

genesis. TheKEof the SRFwasmainly converted from theKEof the symmetric divergent flow (SDF), largely

transformed from the available potential energy (APE). It was found that vortical hot towers (VHTs)

emerged abundantly, aggregated, and merged within the MCV region in stages 1 and 2. From the energy

budget perspective, massive moist-convection-produced latent heat was concentrated and accumulated

within the MCV region, especially in stage 2, and further warmed the atmosphere, benefiting the accumu-

lation of APE and the transformation from APE to KE. As a result, the midlevel circulation (or MCV) grew

strong rapidly. In stage 3, the intensity and number of VHTs both decreased. However, affected by increasing

lower-level inward radial wind, latent heat released by the organized convection, instead of disorganized

VHTs in the first two stages, continuously contributed to the strengthening of the surface TC circulation as

well as the warm core.

1. Introduction

China is often struck by tropical cyclones (TCs), es-

pecially in south and southeast China, where TCs make

landfalls most frequently and lead to severe disasters.

Tropical cyclone genesis, as an important aspect of TC
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research and forecasting, has been studied for a long

time (Zhang and Cui 2013). The environmental condi-

tions and physical factors associated with TC formations

have been analyzed in detail (Palmen 1948; Riehl 1948;

Charney and Eliassen 1964; Gray 1968; Emanuel 1986;

Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Cheung 2004; Zhang and

Cui 2013). Gray (1968, 1998) proposed six factors fa-

vorable for tropical disturbance and storm development:

sufficient displacement away from the equator, low-

level relative vorticity, weak vertical wind shear, rela-

tively high underlying sea surface temperature, a deep

layer of conditional instability, and abundant moisture

in the middle troposphere. Cheung (2004) obtained six

large-scale parameters for tropical cyclone formation:

the sea surface temperature, 200–850-hPa vertical and

meridional zonal shear, 500–700-hPa average relative

humidity, convective available potential energy, and

200-hPa divergence, based on which a formation po-

tential area was defined. Charney and Eliassen (1964)

pointed out that cyclones develop by conditional in-

stability of the second kind (CISK), in which cumulus

convection supplies latent heat to the cyclone and the

cyclone supplies moisture to the convection. Emanuel

(1986) and Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) proposed the

wind-induced surface heat exchange (WISHE) mecha-

nism, suggesting that the intensification and mainte-

nance of TCs depend on air–sea latent and sensible heat

transfer, and are the result of a finite-amplitude air–sea

interaction instability. Both CISK and WISHE require

that an initial low pressure vortex with certain intensity

already exists, and may not be suitable for explaining

formations of TCs. Tropical cyclone genesis is actually

an evolutionary process from disorganized tropical dis-

turbances to initial low pressure vortices (Zehr 1992),

which is still not well understood.

In the 1990s, interactions between synoptic-scale cir-

culations and mesoscale convective activities during TC

formations were studied (Ritchie and Holland 1997,

1999). Themesoscale characteristics of the transformation

from mesoscale convective systems (MCS) into TCs

were also investigated. Lee et al. (2008) pointed out

that monsoon-related formations have the highest

percentage of coexisting MCS, so the interaction be-

tween these systems may play a role in the TC forma-

tion process. Some studies (Zehr 1992; Zhang and Bao

1996; Bister and Emanuel 1997; Zhang et al. 2008b,

2010) have suggested that the formation of a midlevel

mesoscale convective vortex (MCV) in the stratiform

precipitation area of MCS is the precursor to TC gen-

esis. Bister and Emanuel (1997) postulated a mecha-

nism for the development of Hurricane Guillermo

based on data observed during the Tropical Experi-

ment in Mexico (TEXMEX) and from numerical

simulations, that is, a midlevel MCV, driven by the

stratiform rain, expands downward and brings cold,

humidified air to the boundary layer. With the rede-

velopment of convection, a near-surface warm-core

cyclone develops. This is so-called top-down thinking. In

contrast to top-down thinking, a different hypothesis

called bottom-up thinking is also proposed, in which

the surface-based convection or vortical hot towers

(VHTs) play a key role. VHTs are horizontally small

(about 10–30 km) but intense cumulonimbus convec-

tion cores that can reach the tropopause via nearly

undiluted ascent (Montgomery et al. 2006). In bottom-

up thinking, the warm-core formation and near-surface

tangential momentum spinup are accelerated by the

VHT organization process, which can effectively trap

and aggregate the latent heat from moist convection

(Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006). Both

top-down and bottom-up thinking describe the vortic-

ity growth mechanism during TC genesis. Our previous

work (Zhang et al. 2010) preliminarily explored the

related mechanism of TC genesis, showing that the

cyclonic vorticity grew in the lower and middle tropo-

sphere, and that the low-level vorticity grewmore rapidly.

Though themaximum vorticity coremoves from themid-

to low level, it cannot be concluded that the MCV di-

rectly transfers vorticity to the low level, which is the

main idea of top-down thinking. Therefore, tropical

cyclogenesis is still an outstanding issue.

Studies on TCs in the South China Sea (SCS) have

attracted increasing attention recently. Tropical cyclones

forming over the relatively narrow SCS often present

rapid development rates, erratic tracks, and short life

cycles (Yi et al. 2008), which can exert distinct and quick

impacts on China, especially south China and the SCS.

Thus, better understanding of the formation processes

and more accurate predictions of TC tracks and in-

tensities in the SCS will be of great help in reducing

economic losses and guaranteeing securities (Zhang

and Guo 2008; Zhang and Cui 2013; Wang et al. 2013).

Wang and Lau (2011) statistically analyzed tropical

disturbances during 1997–2006 in the SCS, pointing

out that total annual numbers of tropical disturbances

and developing tropical disturbances over the SCS

decreased while the development rates of tropical dis-

turbances increased. Using the high-resolution ECMWF/

Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC) analyses and

multiple satellite observations, Park et al. (2015) pointed

out that the interactions between multispatial and tem-

poral scales of tropical circulations can explain how

tropical disturbances transformed into TC Mekkhala

(2008). Lee et al. (2006) examined TC formations in

the SCS and compared the TCs associated with a weak

baroclinic environment of a mei-yu front and TCs
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without a front. The results showed that a nonfrontal

formation usually occurs at lower latitudes, is more

barotropic, develops faster, and possibly intensifies

into a stronger TC. Zhang et al. (2008a,b, 2010) in-

vestigated the effects of the MCV and revealed the

typical features of VHTs during the genesis of Durian

(2001) using the MM5 model, which will be introduced

in detail in section 3.

Energy budget analysis is often used in TC research

(Ding and Liu 1985a; Li et al. 2005; Feng et al. 2014;

J. Peng et al. 2014; M. S. Peng et al. 2014). Horizontal

flows of TCs can be divided into divergent and rotational

components. Some research (Chen and Wiin-Nielsen

1976; Ding and Liu 1985b) diagnosed the kinetic ener-

gies (KEs) of divergent and nondivergent components

of TCs, pointing out that total potential energy is con-

verted into the KE of divergent flow, which is in turn

converted into the KE of rotational flow. Furthermore,

energy budget analysis of the asymmetric rotational flow

of TCs, which is closely related to the interaction be-

tween the environmental and symmetric flows of TCs, is

also used to examine TC motion (Li and Wang 1994;

Chan and Cheung 1998).

Previous energy budget analysis studies have mainly

focused on the KE budgets during the period of TC

intensification instead of the KE budgets during TC

genesis. Asmentioned above, TC genesis can be depicted

as a transformation (evolutionary) process from dis-

organized tropical disturbances (small scale, often

observed in the tropics) to a close to axisymmetric,

self-sustaining, and organized synoptic-scale vortex

(TC). The formation and development of the synoptic-

scale cyclonic vortex (TC) is accompanied by an in-

crease of the associated KEs (especially axisymmetric

rotational KE). The increase in axisymmetric rotational

KE is closely related to the transformations between

KEs and potential energies and conversions between

various KE components associated with different flow

components (symmetric flow, asymmetric flow, di-

vergent flow, and rotational flow). The understanding of

the above transformation (conversion) physical pro-

cesses could help us to better understand the TC genesis

process (the increase of the axisymmetric rotational KE

associated with the establishment of TC circulations).

Few studies on these topics have been conducted due

to a lack of observations and difficulties in simulating TC

genesis. In this study, KE budget analysis is applied to

diagnose the genesis process of TC Durian (2001) in the

SCS. The main aim of this study was to improve our

understanding of the above transformation (conversion)

processes and the TC genesis process through detailed

budget analysis using a rather good simulation of a TC

genesis. Furthermore, based on KE analysis, the major

systems were revealed, as well as the possible causes of

their variation from the aspect of energetics, which

could help to further understand the kinematic proper-

ties during tropical cyclogenesis. As the symmetric ro-

tational flow is closely related to the axisymmetrization

process in TC genesis, the horizontal flow was divided

into four components: symmetric divergent flow (SDF),

FIG. 1. (a) Simulated and observed track of TC Durian from 0600 UTC 29 Jun to 1200 UTC 1 Jul 2001. The thick

solid line with 6-hourly positions marked by filled (empty) circles denotes the simulated (observed) track. Contours:

simulated 500-hPa geopotential height (solid line, unit: dgpm) and temperature (dashed line, unit: K) at 0900UTC 29

Jun. (b) Simulated and observed intensity of Durian from 0600 UTC 29 Jun to 1200 UTC 1 Jul 2001.
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asymmetric divergent flow (ADF), symmetric rotational

flow (SRF), and asymmetric rotational flow (ARF).

Questions answered include the following: What are the

main characteristics of the KE budgets during the TC

genesis? What are the main terms contributing to the

KE tendency associated with TC Durian’s formation?

2. Data and methodology

The data used in this study were obtained from the

numerical simulation of the genesis process of TC

Durian by Zhang et al. (2008b) using the MM5 model

with three nested domains, in which the horizontal reso-

lutions were 54, 18, and 6km. The model was initiated by

analysis fields dominated by a monsoon trough and

output the 6-km-resolution data every 20min. The

simulation has been verified in detail in Zhang et al.

(2008b), showing that the model reproduces very well

the genesis process of Durian from disorganized tropical

disturbances to an initial TC vortex (tropical de-

pression), as well as the development of Durian after its

genesis. The simulated TC genesis moment was about

three hours later (0900 UTC 29 June 2001) than the

observed (0600 UTC 29 June 2001), with a genesis

location deviation less than 50km. Durian’s simulated

track andmoving speed in the subsequent two days were

mostly consistent with observations [Fig. 1a; see also

Fig. 5 in Zhang et al. (2008b)]. Furthermore, both the

evolutions of simulated minimum sea level pressure and

maximum surface wind speed near the TC center were

in good agreement with observations [Fig. 1b; see also

Fig. 6 in Zhang et al. (2008b)], developing from a trop-

ical depression to a tropical storm, and eventually

reaching typhoon intensity. In this study, the above-

described simulation data were used to analyze the KE

budgets during the genesis process of Durian.

Based on previous studies (Kornegay and Vincent

1976; Buechler and Fuelberg 1986; Li andWang 1994), a

set of KE budget equations were derived for this study.

The horizontal flowVwas partitioned into symmetricVs

and asymmetric Va components. Then the symmetric

and asymmetric flows were further decomposed into

rotational (Vcs
, Vca

) and divergent (Vxs , Vxa) compo-

nents using the iterative method of directly calculating

streamfunctions (cs, ca) and velocity potentials (xs, xa)

from a wind field based on Endlich’s method (Li et al.

2012). The four KE budget equations averaged in a

circular domain are written as follows:
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where V is the horizontal velocity vector, v is the ver-

tical pressure velocity, F is the friction force per unit

mass,f is the geopotential, f is the Coriolis parameter, k

is the horizontal KE per unit mass, and K is the in-

tegrated horizontal KE in terms of
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where r is air density, and r0 is the radius of the aver-

aging domain and the vortex center, which varies with

the time selected as the center.

The KE budget equations of the four wind compo-

nents can be further written as follows:
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where DK is the KE tendency of each flow component.

The conversion term (K1, K2) means that KE is con-

verted from flow component 1 to component 2. The

terms Fcs
, Fca

, Fxs , and Fxa are flux divergence of the four

KEs, respectively. The terms Pcs
, Pca

, Pxs , and Pxa are
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the KEs transformed from potential energies due to

cross-contour flows. The terms Rcs
, Rca

, Rxs , and Rxa are

the KE sources and sinks due to interactions between

different flow components. The terms Aca
and Axa are

the KE sources and sinks due to the advections (in-

cluding horizontal and vertical) of the interactions be-

tween symmetric and asymmetric flows. The terms Dcs
,

Dca
, Dxs , and Dxa are the residual terms, including

contributions from friction dissipation, the subgrid-scale

effect, latent heat release, and random and system errors

(Kornegay and Vincent 1976; Sun et al. 2012). Here, the

KE conversion terms from one flow to another in each

budget equation are summarized as follows:
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The KE conversion terms from ARF (Kca
), SDF (Kxs),

and ADF (Kxa) to SRF (Kcs
) in Eq. (5a) can be further

divided as follows:
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The terms Tca1, Txs1, and Txa1 represent the conversion

rates due to interactions between nonlinear horizontal

advections andVcs
. The termsTca2,Txs2, andTxa2 are the

conversion rates due to interactions between vertical

advections and Vcs
, and Tca3, Txs3, and Txa3 are the con-

version rates due to interactions between the Coriolis

parameter and the relative orientations and magnitudes

of the two relevant flows.

3. Review of the genesis process of TC Durian
(2001)

a. Overview of TC Durian and the simulation results

Tropical Cyclone Durian was generated in the mid-

dle of the SCS at 0600 UTC 29 June 2001 as a tropical

depression (TD), which developed into a tropical storm

(TS) at 0600 UTC 30 June 2001 and then moved north-

west. At 1200 UTC 1 July 2001, Durian grew into a ty-

phoon (TY) and then made its first landfall at Zhanjiang

in Guangdong province, China, at 1930 UTC 1 July.

Durian was a typical tropical cyclone generated in the

SCS, which rapidly developed into a typhoon in just

54 h after its genesis and whose minimum sea level

pressure and maximum surface wind speed near the

TC center reached 970 hPa and 35m s21, respectively

(see Fig. 1 herein; Zhang et al. 2008b). The genesis

location of TC Durian was very close to the Chinese

mainland, and it made landfall twice in three days,

causing torrential rainfall in most areas of Guang-

dong, Hainan, and Guangxi provinces of China (Yao

2003; Zhang et al. 2008b; Wang et al. 2010).

Figure 2 shows the comparison between geosta-

tionary meteorological satellite images and simulated

reflectivity [see also Fig. 7 in Zhang et al. (2008b)]. The

embryo of Durian initially evolved from a mesoscale

cloud cluster in the north of aMCS (Fig. 2a). After that,

the cloud cluster gradually became distinct and tightly

organized (Figs. 2c,e). At 1200 UTC 29 June, a well-

organized TC vortex had developed (Fig. 2g). The

simulated reflectivity also showed a mesoscale con-

vective cloud cluster at 1800 UTC 28 June in the region

of 108–158N, 1158–1208E (Fig. 2b), and then the cloud

north of latitude 158N gradually enhanced and orga-

nized (Figs. 2d,f,h). Meanwhile, a closed low pressure

center appeared at 1200 UTC 29 June, corresponding

with observations.

b. Characteristics of major systems during TC genesis

As described in section 2, the simulated TC genesis

moment (0900 UTC 29 June 2001) was about three

hours later than the observed (0600 UTC 29 June 2001),

thus, 0900 UTC 29 June 2001 was used as the genesis

moment in the following analysis. Figure 3 shows the

simulated circulation at the lower level [about 850 hPa,

about 1240m above ground level (AGL)] and midlevel
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FIG. 2. (a),(c),(e),(g) Geostationary meteorological satellite images and mean sea level pressure (contour,

units: hPa) from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) FNL (Final) Operational

Global Analysis data on a 1.08 3 1.08 grid. (b),(d),(f),(h) Simulated reflectivity (unit: dBZ) at the midlevel

[s 5 0.575, about 4200m above ground level (AGL)] and mean sea level pressure (contour, units: hPa,). (a),(b)

1800 UTC 28 Jun; (c),(d) 0000 UTC 29 Jun; (e),(f) 0600 UTC 29 Jun 2001; and (g),(h) 1200 UTC 29 Jun. MCS

denotes the mesoscale convective system and C denotes the TC-related vortex.
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FIG. 3. Simulated streamlines at (a),(c),(e),(g) the lower level (s 5 0.855, about

1240mAGL) and (b),(d),(f),(h) the midlevel (s5 0.645, about 3360mAGL) from

1800 UTC 28 Jun to 1200 UTC 29 Jun 2001.
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FIG. 4. Circulation (streamline) and VHTs (shaded, w. 1.0m s21) at the midlevel (s 5 0.645): (a) 2100 UTC

28 Jun, (b) 0000UTC 29 Jun, (c) 0300UTC 29 Jun, (d) 0600UTC 29 Jun, (e) 0900UTC 29 Jun, and (f) 1200UTC

29 Jun. Letters ‘‘A,’’ ‘‘B,’’ and ‘‘C’’ in (f) denote three VHTs.
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(about 650 hPa, about 3360m AGL) during the genesis

process of Durian. It was found that at 1800 UTC

28 June (15h before the simulated moment of TC gen-

esis; Figs. 3a,b), a typical monsoon trough existed at the

lower level, along with an approximately closed weak

cyclonic vortex (MCV) at the midlevel in the SCS. At

nine hours before the simulated TC genesis (0000 UTC

29 June; Figs. 3c,d), the vortex at themidlevel developed

with closed circulation and a cyclonic circulation was

also about to develop at the lower level. At three hours

before the simulated TC genesis (0600 UTC 29 June), a

closed low-level cyclonic vortex formed (Fig. 3e), ver-

tically coupling with the midlevel MCV (Fig. 3f). How-

ever, due to the influence of the monsoon trough, both

the mid- and low-level vortices were oval at this mo-

ment. At three hours after the simulated TC genesis

(1200 UTC 29 June; Figs. 3g,h), the vortices at both

levels become mostly axisymmetric, particularly at the

lower level, indicating the distinct independence of the

newborn TC vortex.

Based on the simulation data, Zhang et al. (2010)

found that VHTs abundantly occurred from 1800 UTC

28 June to 0200 UTC 29 June within the MCV [Figs. 4

and 13b; see also Fig. 1 in Zhang et al. (2010)]. Then,

VHTs gradually aggregated and merged in the mid-

level MCV region after 0600 UTC 29 June (Figs. 4d–f).

The number of VHTs also decreased. As an example,

Fig. 5 shows that two VHTs at 2100 UTC 28 June 2001

gradually became closer, merged, and grew into a

stronger one. At 0900 UTC 29 June, a TC circulation

(tropical depression) formed (Fig. 4e). At 1200 UTC

29 June, three major VHTs (denoted by A, B, and C in

Fig. 4f) developed and distributed axisymmetrically,

along with the aggregation and development of cy-

clonic vorticity in the lower troposphere. Zhang et al.

(2010) suggest that the MCV does not directly pass cy-

clonic vorticity down to the lower troposphere, but may

contribute to the TC genesis in three ways. 1) The

MCV-related secondary circulation may enhance

VHTs’ aggregation, merger, and axisymmetrization.

2) Heat, moisture, and intense vorticity usually accom-

pany strongmoist convection in eachVHT (Fig. 6), which

emerges as the preferred coherent towerlike structure

(Montgomery et al. 2006). The MCV helps to reserve

the heat, moisture, and vorticity produced by VHTs.

3) Interactions between the MCV, the VHTs, and the

low-level vortex contribute to the vertical coupling

associated with the TC genesis.

FIG. 5. Cross section of vertical velocity ($1 m s21) from 13.68N, 115.58E to 13.98N, 116.58E at (a) 2100 UTC

28 Jun, and from 13.78N, 115.58E to 13.78N, 116.58E at (b) 2120 UTC 28 Jun, (c) 2140 UTC 28 Jun, and

(d) 2200 UTC 28 Jun.
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The genesis process of Durian consisted of an

evolution process from tropical disturbances to a

nonaxisymmetric cyclonic circulation and then to an

almost-axisymmetric vortex (Fig. 3). Thus, the gen-

esis process was divided into three stages in this

study. Stage 1 was the monsoon trough stage (1800 UTC

28 June–0000 UTC 29 June). Stage 2 was the MCV

stage (0000–0600 UTC 29 June). Stage 3 was the es-

tablishment stage of the TC vortex (0600–1200 UTC

29 June). The KE budgets were analyzed in the

different stages using the above equations and the

simulation data.

4. Kinetic energy budget during the TC genesis

a. Kinetic energy of the four flow components

The KEs of the four components from 1800 UTC

28 June to 1200 UTC 29 June 2001 were vertically in-

tegrated and averaged in a circular area with a radius of

FIG. 6. Cross section of aVHTat longitude of 115.98E at 1800UTC 28 Jun. (a) Vertical velocity (shaded,$1m s21),

wind vector (y, w) in the plane of the cross section (vector, unit: m s21). (b) Equivalent potential temperature

(contour, unit: K) and reflectivity (shaded, unit: dBZ). (c) Temperature deviation of the VHT with the environment

(unit: K). (d) Horizontal distribution of relative vorticity (shaded, unit: 1024 s21), vertical velocity (contour,$1m s21),

and horizontal wind vector at 500 hPa.
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500 km (Fig. 7). According to the role of the MCV in the

TC genesis (Zhang et al. 2010) and the relative position

of the MCV to the future TC circulation (Fig. 3), the

centers of the area-averaging domains were selected as

the cyclonic flow centers of the midlevel MCVs from

1800 UTC 28 June to 0500 UTC 29 June when the

midlevel MCV was developing and the low-level cy-

clonic vortex had not yet formed. Then the centers were

selected as the cyclonic flow centers of the low-level

vortices from 0600 to 1200 UTC 29 June, when a dis-

cernable closed near-surface vortex, and later the trop-

ical depression, had developed (Table 1). It is apparent

(Fig. 7) that the KE of the SRF (Kcs
) was much larger

than that of the other three KEs and kept on growing

throughout the whole genesis period. A distinct growth

rate was particularly observed after 0000 UTC 29 June,

when themidlevelMCVdeveloped rapidly and a low-level

cyclonic circulation developed later (Fig. 3), indicat-

ing that the symmetric rotational motion strengthened

rapidly. TheKEs of the divergent flow components were

smaller than those of the rotational flow components

and the KE of the SDF was the smallest. The genesis

process of TC Durian was essentially dominated by the

SRF. Terms Kca
and Kxa were almost unchanged with

time, while Kxs initially increased and then started to

decrease at about 2300 UTC 28 June, followed by a

rapid increase of Kcs
.

b. Kinetic energy budgets of the four flow components

Sources and sinks of the KEs of the four components

in the aforementioned three stages are presented in

Fig. 8. The interaction terms [R in Eqs. (1a)–(1d)] be-

tween the different flow components were omitted in the

following analysis, as they are much smaller than the

other terms. The most distinct variations (tendencies) in

the KEs were from the SRF (Figs. 8a–c), which was

consistent with the above analysis (Fig. 7). Furthermore,

most of the variations were restricted at the mid- and

lower levels, consistent with the fact that the midlevel

MCV and the low-level TC vortex are major systems

during these three stages (Fig. 3). The increase of Kcs
in

Fig. 7 is mainly due to the KE conversion term Ccs
,

which is partially consumed by the residual term Dcs
at

the lower and midlevels, implying the possible roles of

friction dissipation and subgrid-scale processes. Fur-

thermore, the energy flux divergence term Fcs
acted as a

source at themid- and higher levels and as a weak sink at

the lower levels, implying the effects of vertical transfer

of the KE. The potential energy term Pcs
was always

about zero, indicating that little potential energy was

directly transformed to Kcs
.The conversion term asso-

ciated with Kxs (red lines in Figs. 8g–i) showed a similar

magnitude and vertical distribution to those associated

with Kcs
(red lines in Figs. 8a–c) at the mid- and lower

levels. The conversion term associated with the ADF

(Cxa) may have also partially contributed to the increase

of the KEs of the rotational flow components (Kcs
and

Kca
) (red lines in Figs. 8j–l). Compared with stage 1, the

midlevel Kcs
substantially increased in stage 2. This

increase of symmetric circulation in stage 2 mainly

occurred at the midlevel rather than at the low level,

indicating that the midlevel MCV was quickly devel-

oping at this stage while the low-level circulation con-

tinuously increased in strength. The low-level Kcs
also

sharply increased, particularly in stage 3, representing

the establishment of the TC vortex.

From the aspect of systems development, a mod-

erate increase in the KE of the SRF took place in the

region of the monsoon trough in stage 1 (Fig. 8a),

during which there were a large number of VHTs

occurring and developing within the midlevel MCV

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of vertically integrated and area-

averaged (in a 500-km-radius domain centered by points listed in

Table 1) KEs of the SRF (Kcs
), ARF (Kca

), SDF (Kxs ), and ADF

(Kxa ) from 1800 UTC 28 Jun to 1200 UTC 29 Jun. Unit: J m23.

TABLE 1. Center points from 1800 UTC 28 Jun to 1200 UTC 29

Jun 2001. The points were selected as the cyclonic flow centers of

the midlevel MCVs from 1800 UTC 28 Jun to 0500 UTC 29 Jun

2001, and as the cyclonic flow centers of the low-level vortices from

0600 to 1200 UTC 29 Jun 2001.

Time Center

1800–2100 UTC 28 Jun (14.58N, 115.88E)
2200–2300 UTC 28 Jun (15.08N, 115.88E)
0000–0700 UTC 29 Jun (15.88N, 115.88E)
0800–1200 UTC 29 Jun (15.88N, 116.88E)
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FIG. 8. Vertical profiles of source and sink terms associated with the KE budgets of the SRF (Kcs
), ARF (Kca

), SDF (Kxs ), and ADF

(Kxa ) averaged in a 500-km-radius domain centered by points listed in Table 1 and in the three stages: (a),(d),(g),(j) 1800 UTC 28 Jun–

0000 UTC 29 Jun; (b),(e),(h),(k) 0000–0600 UTC 29 Jun; and (c),(f),(i),(l) 0600–1200 UTC 29 Jun 2001. Unit: 1024Wm23.
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region [Zhang et al. (2010), also see Fig. 4c]. In stage 2

(Fig. 8b), the developed midlevel MCV (Fig. 4d)

maintained a more favorable environment for VHTs and

their interaction enhanced the KE of the SRF in this stage

(Fig. 8b). It is notable that the KE of the SRF at the sur-

face in stages 1 and 2 did not show as rapid an increase as

those at the mid- and lower levels (Figs. 8a,b), which may

be related to the fact that the surface TC circulation had

not been set up in these two stages. In stage 3 (Fig. 8c), the

KE of the SRF continued to increase at the midlevel and

began to increase more rapidly at the surface, as the sur-

face TC vortex established at the lower level and vertically

coupled with the preexisting midlevel MCV circulation in

this stage.

It was found that the relatively rapid increase of the

conversion term, Ccs
, at the midlevel can explain the

growth ofDKcs
at stage 2, which was partially offset by a

slight increase of the magnitude of Dcs
at both the mid-

and lower levels. In stage 3, most of the increase in Kcs

(Fig. 8) was caused by the sustained large magnitude of

Ccs
at themidlevel since stage 2 and the rapid increase of

Ccs
at the lower level, which was largely offset by the

distinct increase of the magnitude of Dcs
at the lower

level. Moreover, Ccs
at stage 2 was mainly contributed

by the increase of (Kxs , Kcs
) and (Kca

, Kcs
) at both the

low and midlevels (Figs. 9a–c). At stage 3, the contrib-

uting term (Kxs , Kcs
) became weak at the midlevel and

grew strong at the low level. The term (Kxs , Kcs
) was

FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of vertically integrated and area-averaged (in a 500-km-radius domain centered by points listed in Table 1)

KE conversion terms through (a),(d),(g) all levels (s5 0.995–0.01, about 40–18 000mAGL), (b),(e),(h) midlevels (s5 0.785–0.44, about

1900–6000m AGL), and (c),(f),(i) low levels (s 5 0.995–0.855, about 40–1240m AGL). (a)–(c) KE conversion terms between the four

wind components. (d)–(f) The three components of (Kca
, Kcs

). (g)–(i) The three components of (Kxs , Kcs
). Unit: 1024Wm23.
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dominated by Txs1 and Txs3 [Eqs. (7d) and (7f)] at both

the mid- and low levels (Figs. 9g–i), where Txs1 repre-

sents the conversion rate determined by the interaction

between the symmetric rotational circulation (Vcs
) and

the horizontal advection of the symmetric divergent

circulation (Vxs), similar to the results in Carr and

Williams (1989) and Li and Wang (1994). The term Txs3

was due to the interaction between the Coriolis pa-

rameter and the relative orientations and magnitudes of

the SRF (Vcs
) and the SDF (Vxs). The decrease in Txs3

in stage 3 mainly occurred in the middle troposphere

(Figs. 9a–c). Figure 10 shows the height–radius cross

sections of azimuthally averaged radial velocities in the

three stages. Intense inward radial motions dominated

the mid- and lower levels in stages 1 and 2 and then the

inward radial motions at the midlevel decreased no-

ticeably in stage 3, which may have contributed to the

decrease of (Kxs , Kcs
) at the midlevel (Fig. 9b).

As for the other three KEs, the KE tendencies were

not as large as that of the SRF, but they did play a role

in the increase of the KE of the SRF and contributed to

the establishment of the TC circulation through the

conversion terms between the different KEs (Fig. 8).

Among them, Kxs was the main and direct contributor.

The KE conversions from the available potential energy

by pressure gradient force terms (Pxs , Pxa) due to the

flows crossing isobaric lines to the low pressure area

were the most important sources of Kxs and Kxa , which

were largely balanced out by the conversion terms (Cxs

and Cxa) at the mid- and lower levels and residual terms

(Dxs and Dxa) near the surface. Moreover, the slight

increase in Cxs at the midlevel in stage 2 and the distinct

increase of Cxs at the lower level in stage 3 may have

been partially due to the convergence effect of theMCV

and the surface TC vortex, respectively.

c. Major source terms contributing to Kcs

Based on the KE budget, it can be seen that Kxs was

mainly transformed from potential energy (Pxs), which

was regarded as the positive feedback between reduced

central pressure and convergent flow according to Eq.

(1c). Figure 11 summarizes the frequency of the vertical

velocity and diabatic heating within the storm-centered

domain with a radius of 200 km, to explore the rela-

tionship between small-scale convection and the dia-

batic heating rate. The diabatic heating rate was

calculated using the residual of the u field in space and

time, that is, _u5 ›u/›t1 v � =u (Hendricks et al. 2004). It

can be seen that the maximum velocity was located at

the midlevel in stages 1 and 2 (Figs. 11a,b), then grad-

ually went down to the low level and became weak in

stage 3 (Fig. 11c). The diabatic heating also showed

similar variation and distribution as the vertical velocity

(Figs. 11d–f). It can be inferred that small-scale con-

vection, including VHTs, is crucial to the collection and

transfer of thermal energy. Based on the aforemen-

tioned genesis process, at stages 1 and 2, abundant

disorganized-small-scale convection or VHTs occurred

associated with the release of latent heat. Thus, the air

column at both the low and midlevels was heated as well

as the potential energy growing. Furthermore, com-

pared with stage 1, the vertically accumulated temper-

ature anomaly increased distinctly at stage 2 (Fig. 12b),

which helped to enhance the potential energy. In con-

trast to stages 1 and 2, both the number and intensity

of convection generally decreased at stage 3 (Figs. 11c

FIG. 10. Height–radius cross sections of azimuthally averaged radial velocity (unit: m s21) in (a) stage 1, (b) stage 2, and (c) stage 3.
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and 13b) and latent heating at the midlevel became

weaker. However, convection at this stage organized

within the initial TC vortex, benefiting the concentration

of latent heat. So the temperature anomaly still in-

creased at the low and midlevels. Though the midlevel

radial inward motion decreased at stage 3, the low-level

radial velocity increased (Fig. 10). Thus, the term Pxs

still increased due to the accumulated pressure gradient

at the lower level. Then, Kxs transformed from term Pxs

was largely converted to Kcs
.

Here (Kca
, Kcs

) was another important KE conver-

sion term during the TC genesis, which was negative in

stage 1, close to zero in stage 2, and positive in stage 3

(Figs. 9d–f), indicating that in stage 1 when the monsoon

trough was the main dominating system, there was a

distinct KE conversion from the SRF to the ARF and

then the conversion reversed with the establishment

of the TC vortex. The term (Kca
, Kcs

) was mainly

contributed by Tca1 [Eq. (7a), Figs. 9d–f], which changed

from a sink ofKcs
in stage 1 to a source ofKcs

in stage 3.

The term Tca1 was determined by the interaction be-

tween the symmetric rotational circulation and the

horizontal advection of the asymmetric rotational cir-

culation. The negative (Kca
, Kcs

) dominated the mid-

level in stages 1 and 2 (Fig. 13a) when VHTs emerged

abundantly (Fig. 13b) in the MCV region (a 300-km-

radius circular area around the center points in Table 1).

Then the positive (Kca
, Kcs

) enhanced significantly at

the lower level from stage 2 and at the midlevel from

stage 3 (Fig. 13a) when the number of VHTs decreased

distinctly (Fig. 13b). There may be some relations be-

tween VHTs and the KE conversion of (Kca
, Kcs

). The

horizontal distributions of (Kca
, Kcs

) and VHTs at the

lower, mid-, and upper levels in the above 300-km-radius

area also supported the above hypothesis (Fig. 14),

which still needs more proof in future work. There were

FIG. 11. Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFADs) for (top) vertical velocity and (bottom) diabatic heating of (a),(d) stage 1;

(b),(e) stage 2; and (c),(f) stage 3.
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more VHTs at the mid- and upper levels than the lower

level (Figs. 13b and 14). Furthermore, VHTs emerged

abundantly in stage 1 and then the number of VHTs

reduced distinctly in stages 2 and 3 because of aggre-

gation and merger (Zhang et al. 2010).

The flux divergence term (Fcs
), though not as crucial

as the conversion terms [(Kxs , Kcs
), (Kca

, Kcs
)], was an-

other important contributor to the vertical distribution

of the KE budget of the SRF (Figs. 8a–c). The height–

time cross sections of Fcs
and its two simplified com-

ponents [Eq. (1a)], the horizontal advection term

(2V � =Kcs
) and the vertical advection term (2v›Kcs

/›p),

are presented in Fig. 15. The distribution and variation

of Fcs
were mainly dominated by the vertical advection

term (Figs. 15a,c). The Fcs
at the lower levels was mainly

negative with positive Fcs
located above. In stages 2

FIG. 13. (a) Height–time cross sections of area-averaged (in a 300-km-radius domain centered by points listed in

Table 1) conversion term (Kca
, Kcs

) (unit: 1024Wm23). (b) Temporal evolution of VHT numbers in the above

300-km-radius area at the lower (s 5 0.855, about 1240m AGL), mid- (s 5 0.645, about 3360m AGL), and upper

(s 5 0.325, about 7900m AGL) levels.

FIG. 12. (a) Height–time cross section of area-averaged (in a 300-km-radius domain centered by points listed in

Table 1) temperature anomaly (unit: K). (b) Vertically cumulative positive temperature anomaly (unit: K).
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and 3, the magnitudes of the positive Fcs
at the upper

levels and the negative Fcs
at the lower levels en-

hanced significantly, especially in stage 3 when the TC

vortex developed and distinctly enhanced the vertical

transportation of Fcs
(Fig. 8c).

d. Quantified summary of KE budget terms

Vertically integrated and area-averaged KE budgets

of the four flow components are shown in Figs. 16, 17,

and 18. In all the three stages, the KEs of the SRF always

possessed the largest tendencies among the four com-

ponents vertically integrated through all the levels

(Fig. 16), the midlevels (Fig. 17), and the lower levels

(Fig. 18). Furthermore, they always increased (DKcs
. 0)

and grew much faster in the final two stages when the

MCV and the TC vortex developed, indicating a dis-

tinct axisymmetrization process during the TC genesis

(Figs. 16–18). Comparing DKcs
at the midlevels with

FIG. 14. The KE conversion term (Kca
, Kcs

) (shaded, unit: 1024Wkg21) and VHTs (contour, identified by vertical upward veloc-

ity.1m s21) at the (a),(d),(g) lower (s5 0.855, about 1240mAGL); (b),(e),(h)mid- (s5 0.645, about 3360mAGL); and (c),(f),(i) upper

(s 5 0.325, about 7900m AGL) levels at (a)–(c) 2120 UTC 28 Jun; (d)–(f) 0340 UTC 29 Jun; and (g)–(i) 0940 UTC 29 Jun.
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that at the lower levels (Figs. 17 and 18), it is notable that

DKcs
in stage 2 (4.02 3 1024Wm23; Fig. 16b) was

largely contributed by DKcs
at the midlevels (2.03 3

1024Wm23; Fig. 17b), which implies an important

contribution of the MCV. The term DKcs
in stage 3

(4.683 1024Wm23; Fig. 16c) was largely contributed by

DKcs
at the lower levels (2.65 3 1024Wm23; Fig. 18c),

which implies an important role of the surface TC vor-

tex. Moreover, the KE conversion term, (Kxs , Kcs
), was

the main contributor to DKcs
, which was partially con-

sumed by (Kca
, Kcs

) in stage 1 (Figs. 16a, 17a, and 18a)

and by Dcs
in all three stages (Figs. 16–18). The term

(Kca
, Kcs

) gradually reversed froma sink ofKcs
in stage 1

to a weak source of Kcs
in stage 3 (Figs. 16–18), which

was consistent with the above analysis. The term Pxs was

the main contributor to Kxs , and was mainly consumed

by (Kxs , Kcs
) and partially consumedbyDxs (Figs. 16–18).

For the KEs of the divergent flows, the baroclinic pro-

cesses (Pxs , Pxa) were the major sources, while the KE

conversions to rotational flows and energy dissipation

(Dxs ,Dxa) were themajor sinks, particularly at the lower

levels. In general, little available potential energy (APE)

directly transformed to the KE of the SRF. In contrast,

the APE transformed to the KE of the SDF at first, and

then the KE of the SDF further converted to the KE of

the SRF during TC genesis, which is consistent with the

work of Ding and Liu (1985b) on energy conversion

during a TC’s development and intensification process.

e. Schematic summary and discussion

A schematic of the energy budget during TCDurian’s

genesis process is presented in Fig. 19. The genesis

(axisymmetrization) process of TC Durian was domi-

nated by the SRF, which possessed the largest KE and

was always strengthening in all three stages of the TC

genesis (denoted by the horizontal empty arrow in the

middle of Fig. 19). From the aspect of KE, the increase

in the SRF was directly contributed from the SDF or

inward radial flow, and was also impaired by friction and

the subgrid effect (denoted by the upper two empty

arrows in Fig. 19). Furthermore, it can be seen that

the SDF was largely converted from potential energy

through baroclinic processes (Pxs , denoted by left filled

arrows in Fig. 19). According to the budget theory of

APE, latent heating can impact the variation in APE

(Ding and Liu 1985b; Fu et al. 2011). In this case, VHTs

emerged abundantly in stages 1 and 2 in the favorable

environment provided by the MCV and intense upward

motions of moist air associated with VHTs released

massive latent heat. The heat and vorticity produced by

VHTs was maintained for a while rather than quickly

diluted by the surroundings. Then the VHT-generated

heat and vorticity was reserved within the MCV,

warming the air column and benefitting the accumula-

tion of APE and the transformation fromAPE to KE of

the SDF. Compared with stage 1, the KE of the low- to

midlevel circulation increased, especially at themidlevel

in stage 2, representing the rapid development of the

MCV. Impacted by the secondary circulation of MCV,

more VHTs aggregated or merged within the MCV re-

gion. In stage 3, both the intensity of VHTs and the la-

tent heating rate decreased. However, VHTs started to

organize. So after the genesis, VHT-generated heat can

be trapped within the surface TC vortex and MCV. As a

FIG. 15. (a)–(c) Height–time cross sections of area-averaged (in a 500-km-radius domain centered by points listed in Table 1) (a) flux

divergence term (Fcs
) in the equation of KE tendency of the SRF, (b) horizontal advection component of Fcs

, and (c) vertical advection

component of Fcs
. Unit: 1024Wm23.
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result, potential energy accumulates. Owing to the de-

crease (increase) of inward radial wind at the mid-

(lower) level, KE increased more significantly near the

surface than at the midlevel.

During the whole TC genesis process, positive tem-

perature anomalies dominated the mid- and upper

levels, the center of which gradually extended down-

ward (Fig. 12), suggesting continuous warming of the

atmospheric column and the contributions of the VHTs

in stages 1 and 2 and more organized convection asso-

ciated with the TC vortex in stage 3 to the maintenance

of the positive temperature anomalies. Though the

lifetime of a VHT is very short (around one hour;

Hendricks et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2006), the la-

tent heat, moisture, and vorticity associated with the

VHT may be still reserved in the MCV region or TC

vortex for a while after the VHT starts decaying, which

in turn benefits the maintenance of the above positive

temperature anomalies and, furthermore, the accumu-

lation and release of APE (Zhang et al. 2010). In stage

3, a TC vortex with a low central pressure and a warm

core (Fig. 12) was gradually set up, during which

FIG. 16. Vertically integrated and area-averaged (in a 500-km-radius domain centered by points listed in Table 1) KEbudgets of the four

wind components through all levels (s 5 0.995–0.01, about 40–18 000m AGL) in the three stages, units: 1024Wm23. (a) 1800 UTC 28

Jun–0000 UTC 29 Jun; (b) 0000–0600 UTC 29 Jun; and (c) 0600–1200 UTC 29 Jun. Boldface numbers show the absolute values larger

than 1.
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organized convection, instead of disorganized VHTs,

and related latent heating may have contributed to the

positive temperature anomalies (warm core).

5. Conclusions and discussion

Tropical cyclone genesis is a very important aspect of

TC research and forecasting. The formation process of a

TC is an evolution process from disorganized tropical

disturbances (convection, including VHTs) to an ap-

proximately axisymmetric independent TC vortex with

distinct energy transformations, which is still not well

understood. In this study, a set of KE budget equations

were derived to study the KE budget characteristics

during the genesis process of TCDurian from 1800UTC

28 June to 1200 UTC 29 June 2001. High-resolution

numerical simulation data by Zhang et al. (2008b) were

used, which have been successfully applied to exam-

ining the features of multiple-scale systems in Durian’s

formation process (Zhang et al. 2008a, 2010). The

genesis process was divided into three stages. Stage 1

was the monsoon trough stage, stage 2 was the MCV

stage, and stage 3 was the establishment stage of the

TC vortex. Horizontal wind fields were partitioned

into four components, namely, the SRF, ARF, SDF,

and ADF, to investigate the axisymmetrization pro-

cess associated with TC genesis. The main results were

as follows.

FIG. 17. As in Fig. 16, but for KE budgets vertically integrated through the midlevels (s 5 0.785–0.44, about 1900–6000m AGL).
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1) TheKE of the SRFwasmuch larger than those of the

other three flow components (ASF, SDF, and ADF),

and kept on growing throughout the whole genesis

period, and a larger growth rate was observed after

0000 UTC 29 June 2001 when the midlevel MCV

developed rapidly and the surface TC vortex was

about to establish. Most of the KE tendencies of the

SRF were restricted to the mid- and lower levels,

consistent with the fact that the midlevel MCV and

the low-level TC vortex were the major systems

during the three stages. The KE conversion from

SDF, (Kxs , Kcs
), instead of the potential energy term

(Pcs
), was always the main contributor to the KE

tendencies of the SRF. Another conversion term

associated withKcs
, (Kca

, Kcs
), acted as a sink for the

KE of the SRF in stage 1 before TC genesis and

changed gradually to a weak source in stage 3 after

the TC vortex developed. A significant increase in

Kcs
in stage 2 was mainly related to the rapid devel-

opment of the MCV at the midlevel and a slower

development of low-level circulation, and the rapid

increase in stage 3 was mainly associated with the

establishment of the surface TC vortex and vertical

coupling with the midlevel MCV.

2) A conceptual model of the KE budgets associated

with the genesis process of TC Durian was proposed

based on the analysis in this study. As the largest KE

component, the KE of the SRF dominated the

FIG. 18. As in Fig. 16, but for KE budgets vertically integrated through the lower levels (s 5 0.995–0.855, about 40–1240m AGL).
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genesis (axisymmetrization) process of TC Durian.

The KE of the SRF was always increasing in all three

stages of the TC genesis, which was constantly and

largely converted from the KE of the SDF. Further-

more, the KE of the SDF was largely converted from

potential energy through baroclinic processes (Pxs).

Based on the energy budget terms, it was found that

during the genesis process of TC Durian, VHTs

largely emerged in stages 1 and 2 in the favorable

environment provided by the MCV. Massive latent

heat was released to warm the atmosphere, which

benefitted the accumulation of APE and the trans-

formation fromAPE toKE.As a result of the growth

of symmetric flow during stage 1 and energy conver-

sion, symmetric rotational circulation strengthened

at stage 2, especially at the midlevel. Impacted by the

developing MCV, some VHTs started to aggregate

and merge. In stage 3, the intensity of the VHTs and

the diabatic heating rate decreased at the mid- to

high level but not at the lower level. With increasing

(decreasing) inward radial wind at the lower (mid-)

level, the APE greatly converted to KE of the SDF,

then to KE of the SRF at the lower level. Meanwhile,

the TC vortex with a low central pressure and a warm

core was set up, during which organized convection,

instead of disorganized VHTs in the first two stages,

and related latent heating may have contributed to

the positive temperature anomalies (warm core) at

the upper level.
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